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This thcsi9 presents J feasibility study for the devel-
opment of a compliant assembly device. Compliant, in this 
conte~t, m€ans a yieldinq hy Jlsplacement due ·to an external 
force. Human dexterity during manual assembly operations 
inhcreutly possesses a compliant action. ~1e ~bi~ity to 
allow an object to yield relative to another object durinq 
assembly is essential for dn efficient assembly operation. 
Several cxumple3 arc presented that illustrate the need for 
compliance during automJted assembly. The concept of includ-
ing computer controlled compliance into the assembly machine 
is ilcrnonstratea with a preliminary device design for a par-
ticular robot witl1 an overhead qantry cartesian configura-
tion. 
The device -is a computer controlled pneumatic compli-
ant-lockiuq coupling thdt can be used for many automated 
operations. It is designed to give an assembly robot the 
capability for selective compliance and provide accurate 
feedbac~ as to the amount and direction of the compliance. 
The device allows the robot to perform more complex assem-
h l y operJ t. .ions rd th qrcil ter speed anil less programmlnq 
effort. Tbc selectively passive compliant function facili-
t~tes the uso of desiqn features on the parts, pallets or 
er.,i eifecU?r to loc.!to workp,1.rts t·elative to their ruatinq 
parts or the and effectcr. The accura~e feedback function 
is usecJ for r:ulihratiou and inspection. 
The inteqrated desiqn considers the device's function-
ality as defined by its applicdtions and its autornat~a £ab-
rica tion and 
envit'onmeut. 
assembly 
Features are 
in a flexible manufacturing 
included on the components to 
allow automated handling and orientation during fabrication 
and assembly. The design contains a minimal number of com-
plex and nonfunctional parts. All the fabricated components 
can be manufactured with standard CNC equipment and assem-
bled with a simple four-degree-of-freedom robot. The design 
allows for certain device cbat'acteristics to be modified, in 
order to customize it for specific applications. These 
chanqes will not reguire new tooling to fabricate and assem-
ble the devices through a flexible manufacturing system. A 
possible automated .fabrication and assembly process is also 
suqqcsted. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Au toma tr~a assembly has proven itself as an econom-
. ically viahle alternative to manual assembly for many Simple 
oper1.1. tions. 1 r,a th proper component design ,-ind ·more versa tile 
assembling equipment and technigues many more complex 
assembly operations may also be economically actomp;ished. 
It is believed hy many that designing the components for 
automated assembly is the most effective ~ay to achieve a 
successful automated assembly.2 As an example, a before and 
aftl:lr d~C?siq11 .foi: automc1teti assembly of an electro-mechanical 
device is shown in Figure 1. 
Clearly the redesigned device would be easier to assem-
ble with automated equipment than the old design. If, how-
ever, the assembling eguipmeut is not sufficiently flexible 
ctnd sophisticated, the efficiency of the assembly operation 
G. Boothroyd, "Design foe Producibility - The Road to Higher Productivity", Assembly ~ngineering, March, 1982, p. 1. 
2 Frank Bracken, Design __ of_Data_Processing_EguiEment for_Au t.oma ted_Ass<.':!mbly, (Endicott, NY: IBM, 1983), p. 1. 
J 
Cl.D DESIGN 
REDESIGN 
Fiq UCC:! 1 .. Design £or Automated Assembly Comparison: 
S011r-ce: N. A. Ritlana., "Redesign of a Home 
Secur-ity Device." Case study, Lehigh 
University, Bethlehem, PA, May 1984. 
may he compcomiscd. The assembling eq~ipment's capabilities 
must work ~ith component design features to facilitate the 
most efficient assembly. On the other hand, in a flexible 
manufacturing environment, assembling eguipment must be ver-
. 4 
sa tile aud not product specific. Ther:efore special jiqs, 
fixtures or complicated programming should ha avoided. 
If possible tJ1c automated a~sembly equipment should provide 
basic a~d ~idely used capabilities as standard features. 
This would eliminate the necJ for mauy special jiqs aud fix-
tures. 
An important capability would be to allo~ the assembly 
machine's manipulator to selectively comply to a slight 
external force. TLis function is extremely useful whin com-
bined with a chamfered desi~n feature (See Figure 2J. The 
forces on the mating parts tend to aliqn them, provided rel-
ative motion (compliance) between the two parts is allowed.3 
Thus, with combined design featu["es dnd the compliant manip-
a 
ulator capability, a successful assembly is accomplished. 
This thesis descibes, through specific examples , the 
need for selective compliancy in the automated assembly 
environment. It then presents the basic·desiqn of a deiice 
that provides this required selective compliancy. 
3 D. Whitney et al., "Designing Chamfers," ·rhe_Inter-
.national_Jourr:al_of Robotic_Research Vol. 2, No 4, (Win-ter 1983). 
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________ _, 
CCM>l.IANT 
PART 
I 
C()ff)LIEO H OFFSET 
I I 
Fiqure 2. Chamfered Insertion 
HORIZ~AL FORCE 
FRCJf CHAMFER 
Although this device is used to help assemble products 
in a flexible manufacturing system, it in itself is a manu-
factured product. It is only fitting that the device be 
desiqnea, fabricated, and assembled in an· automated environ-
ment. This requires an intergrated design approach that 
considers fabrication, assembly qn~ other £actori in addi-
tion to device functionality. 
6 
BACKGROUND_INFORMATION 
For self}Cted applications it hds been sho'A'n that if the 
, 
components are properly designed, ninety-five percent of 
assembly operations can be accomplished from· one side and 
with the aid of gravity, most assembly operations can be 
performed from the top down with a three or foui de9ree of 
freedom assembly machine. 4 When possibl~ the design eaqineer 
should u~e the force of qrctvity to aid in the assembly oper-
ation, since this is a free form of compliance. 
The effect of qravity acts as a compliant force in the 
vertical direction. All assembly machines have some degree 
of mechanical play due to tolerance and wea~ in their cou-
plings and joints.s This play allows compliance, but it may 
be limited, irregular, or require excessive external force 
to be realiz-ad. The ruecbanical compliance may also be the 
4 Interview tith Frank Bracken, IBM, Endicott, NY, January 25, 1984. 
s E. Geoi:gc, "Evaluating Bearings for Robots, 11 Mach.ine_Design , April 7, 1983, p. 81. 
7 
wrong type. For instance, external forces may cause tilted 
compliance at the manipulator end, which may not be desired. 
For compliance to work properly with design fedtures to 
assist nssembly, the compliance must be selective (corupli-
unt/rigid) and also limited iu deqrde dUd directiou. 
Jt we cons.ider top dowu assemblies 1,1ith a three oi: four 
doqrec of freedom assembly machine; that is,· where the end 
ef.f.Jct.er' s 01:ientation remains parallel to the vertical and 
horizontal workinq planes, then the most effective form of 
compliance would be one that allows motion parallel to ·the X 
Y plane (See F'iq11re 3) • Tilted and rotational compliance 
with rcfdrence to the Z axis would tend to cause jamminq and 
should be avoided. 
At certain times compliant motion may be invaluable, 
but at other times it may ~ea nuisance. Therefore, compli-
ant capabilities should he selectively controlled. The con-
trolling program should he capable of turning the compliance 
on or off, and returning the device to the centered posi-
tion. Later in this discussion application examples will be 
presented that illustrate the uses and benefits of such a 
compliant f~nction. 
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Figure 3. Compliant MotiDu 
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DEVICE_DESCRIPTION 
A a0v ico 11.is been conceived. that will provide selective 
, and li~ited compliance in a plane parallel to the horizontal 
X Y µlani.:>. In a,ldition the device is eg,i.ipp·ed to pi:ovide 
uccurc1te feedback as to the amount and distance of the coJU-
plied offset. An exploded isometric view of the device pro-
totype is presented in Figure 4. 
This device functions as a coupling between the end of 
the automated manipulator and its end effecter. The 
location of the device on the RS-1 robot is sho~n in 
Figure 5. It functions in the following three modes. 
1. Ce.11 tered aad locked 
2. Cornplia11t 
3. Locked offset 
10 
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Piqure 4. compliant Device Exploded Isometric View 
These modes are computer selected and pnefrmatically actuated 
and digital feedback is available as to the component com-
plied oEfset in the X aud Y directions. 
11 
RS-I ROOOT MANIPULATOR 
\ 
HJRIZONTAL WORKING PLAtE 
DEVICE 
. 
/ROLL MOTOR 
EN> EFFECTOR 
_#"(PARALLEL FIN3ERS) 
Figu.re 5. Compliant Devic~ on the RS-1 
/'lode 1 is the device's passive sta t·e. It is locked in 
the centered position. Without externally supplied air 
pressu~e it acts like a solid coupling as lonq as field 
loads are within specifiea maximums. Being centered and 
12 
locked without air pressura is advantageous , because if 
compliance ls not neB<led tho device does not have to be sup-
plied with air. In addition if the air supply system mal-
functions the device will be centered and riqid. 
Returnlnq and locking to the centered position is an 
absolutely essential function, if automated accuracy is to 
be rnaint~in~d. This concept is explained more thorouqhly in 
a later section. Tho X and Y component offsets from the 
feedback system are at zero in this mode. 
Mode 2 is the compliant mode. In this mode a limited 
low resistive compliant motion is allowed in any direction 
withi.11 a plane parallel to the horizontal plane. Any forces 
acting parallel to the compliant plane will cause motion in 
the direction of the force. Motion tilted out of the compli-
ant pl~ne or rotation about the z axis is prevented. The 
feedback system continuously provides the X and Y components 
of the offset from the centered position; 
In mode 3 the device again acts like a solid coupling 
except it is locked in an offset position (See Figure 6) •. 
This allows the end ~ffecter to be locked in a new frame of 
13 
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Figure 6. Locked Offset Mude 
EM> EFFECTER AXIS CENTER 
TCP VIEW 
reference that was determined during the compliant mode. 
The X and Y component offsets from the feedback system meas-
ure the complied offset from center. 
Several application examples will now be discussed that 
illustrate some assembly problems and demonstrate how the 
device modes would functio-n to solve thes·e problems. 
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APPLICATION_EXAMPLES 
The insertion of a cylindrical peg into a round bole 
may he one of the most 
yet it still can be 
common and basic assembly operations 
one of the most challenging. The 
i ns1..1r t.ion is dependent on the L"ela ti ve location and parallel 
orientation of the peq and hole centers. 
An example is thg inspection operation of a robot test-
ing a through hole wit.h a "qo no go" gauge (See Figure 7). 
Assume the hole is located in the work volume accurately. 
Further assume the worst case clearance between the gauge 
and hole is 0.025mm. Thus, to insure insertion the centers 
must Le aligned at least within 0.025mm. However, the end of 
the robot's manipulator is only repeatable to O. 1mm with an 
inherent mechanical compliance of 0.05mm. If both the gauge 
and hole corners are square, direct insertion .cannot be 
guaranteed (See Figure 8 (a)). The design solution is to 
chamfer the gauge, the hole, or both. Now if the gauge is 
chamfered 0.125mm at a 45 deqcee angle, then the centers can 
i.Je offset as much as 0.125mm Figure 8 (b)), because the 
15 
Figure 7. Hole Inspection 
GO NO-GO 
GAUGE 
chamfer wi 11 a li~1n the centers during insertion. The robots 
repeatability can achieve this positioning with consistency. 
The gauge must now move relative to the hole to allow the 
chamfer to guide the qauqe in. The manipulator's inherent 
mechanical compliance will allow only 0.05mm and, when 
forced, will allow undesired tilt. Again, proper insertion 
can't be guaranteed Figure 8 (c)). 
A solution is to allow the ga~ge to comply at least 
0.125mm with the sliqhtest horizontal force from the cham-
fer. The chamfer force will move the gauqe_in that direction 
16 
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TILTED ~ 
C 
Figure 8. Gauge Insertion 
8 
D 
CENTERS OFFSET (, 125Mol) 
COK'LIEO 
INSERTION 
(See Fiqure £l (d)) • If the compliant friction is small, then 
a minimal torque develops and tilting is preven·ted. 
Another problem that occurs with peg insection is when 
the hole is not located accurately on the workpart. Even if 
the insertion clearance is within the manipulator's repeat-. 
ability (See Figure 9) , the hQle~s location is still not 
known. Here again, by chamfering the gauge and allowing 
17 
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"' HOLE INSERTION CLEARANCE •·,02 
Fiqure 9. Hole Location 
compliant motion, direct insertion is possible, eliminating 
the need ioc time consuminq software searching and minimiz-
ing the possibility of a jammed insertion. 
Chamfering of parts may not .be possible or practical in 
a design. Instead, it may be possible to add a chamfered 
feature to the manipulator's fingers, ~hich then hold the 
part directly. This technique is illustrated in Figure 10. 
It shows a high precision assembly operation-the insertion 
of twelve hammers into a pivot block fot a printer hammer 
block component, one at a time. 
A chamfered leader feature on the left finger enters a 
vacant hammer slot and aligns the fingers ana hammer with 
18 
SLOTS~ 
L, FINiER 
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I I 
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-$---------
FigurG 10. 
PIVOT BLOCK 
Hammer Insertion: Source: M. A. Ritland, 
"The Automated Assembly of a Precision 
Component." Case study performed at Lehigh 
University, Bethlehem, PA. 
the pivot block. Compliance of either the hammer or the 
block is.required. Presently a special fixture is used that 
allows the block to·slide relative to the fingers. This is 
an effectiv~ method except that it requires the special fix-
ture. An alternative would be to have the fingers comply to 
the pivot block. - 'l'he compliant device allows the fingers to 
comply without any special fixturing. 
19 
The problem of in.sertin,J and threadinq bolts and screws 
into threaded holes is J common one. In the opinion of this 
~riter the best solution to this problem would be to elimi-
nate the threaded fastener altogether. However this is not 
always possible. To minimize the chance of cross threading, 
the bolt and bole axes should be parallel and located as 
close as possible to each other. This align_men t becoa:es even 
more critical with very small bolts. 
By usinq a powered screwdriver and a compliant'device 
that prevents spin and tilt and takes advantage of the 
BOLT~, 
I 
STARTING 
POSITION 
Fiqure 1.1. Bolt Hole Search 
20 
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TOP VIEW 
nnturul tendency of il rotatinq bolt to walk around a flat 
surfuce, succes~ful bolt threading is possible (See 
Figure 11). The bolt will search for the hole automatically 
within the compliant range an<l then thread in without cross 
thrcadinq due to the confined straiqht approach governed by 
the device. 
Notion in the compliant plane should be ~aused by vecy 
little force even ~hen the insertion force is large. An 
. 
example wou1d be the assembly of circuit .board connectors. 
These sometime require a high insertion foice due to the 
num~er of individual connections in one board connector and 
the tight fit required for a good electrical connection. 
Despite the high insertion force, lo~ resistive compliance 
is still desired so the delicate tapered connector ends will 
align with the mating connectors. Here again tiltinq is not 
desired, because the insertion force is directed straight 
down through the board to prevent buckling. 
This low resistive compliance under high insertion 
force will al.so allow for use of less tha11 ideal chamfers 
21 
(See Figure 12). As the cham.fer anqle dect·eas(:!s, the ratio 
of the insertion force to the horizontal force increases. 6 
T.he cJ1am fer will sti 11 align the parts because only a slight 
force is needed to move the end effector in the compliant 
plane. 
COMPLIANT PART 
"-----------rHIGH INSERTION 
~.ALL 
KlRIZOilTAL 
FORCE 
FmCE ~ 
CHAJ,FEREO 
MATIN; PART 
Figure 12. llot Optimal Chamfer 
----------
) 
LESS THAN 
IDEAL CIWFER 
ANLE 
-~-------------
6 D. ffhitney et al. gobotic_Research 
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Figure 13. Curved Path Smoothing 
Most assembly machines move in a point to point fash-
lou. Continuous curves can be approximated at the expense 
of calculating many points. Even then the curved motion may 
be jerky and stepped. If the parts beinq assembled are 
rigid, then this erratic curve may cause problems. The use 
of a limited compliant device can smooth out the curved path 
and let the rigid parts create their own curve (See 
Figure 13). This assemblinq technique is further illus-
trated in Figure 14. It shows the assembly of a rigid sup-
port structure by hooking the tab features over a part and 
swinging the structure about the tabs , snapping it into 
23 
Figure 14. Rigid Structure Assembly 
place on the base. This operation is accomplished with a 
minimum 0£ intermediate points along the curve. The compli-
ant motion allows the structure to move in a smooth arc even 
thouqh the manipulato~ is moving along a stepped , 
point-to-point path. If compliant motion is not allowed, 
then the rigid structure is forced to follow the stepped 
path, which miqht stress the main circuit board during the 
·assembly. 
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SEARCH FOR POST CENTER USI~ LEO BEAM (45 SEC) 
PALLET 
Figure 15. Pallet Calibration 
COMPLI~ 
SIN:ll..E LOCATING INSERTIOO (~ SEC) 
t 
REF'EREM:E HOLE 
The compliant mode allows design fe~tures and ~ravity 
to aliqn the end effector to a particular frame of refer-
ence. This is essentially calibrating the'end effector frame 
of refarence to that of the workpart or pall~t. This is nec-
essary to adapt the manipulator to changes encount~red in 
25 
the assembly environment, such as a slightly displaced pal-
let. Calibrating is usually accomplished by searching for a 
reference post on the pallet or a feature on the part, using 
sensory feedback and a software search routine. This method 
requires extra time for finding the posts and for recali-
brating production points throughout the assembly program. 
In addition the calibrating accuracy is l~mited by sensory 
capabilities, calculation errors and manipulator accuracy. 
Instead a coned hole feature on the pallet combined with a 
coned feature on the fingers can be used to direct!~ align 
the manipulatur with the pallet (See Piqure 15). Then, lock-
inq the compliant device will preserve the calibrated frame 
of reference. 'l'his, obviously, only calibrates the local-·X,Y 
and Z coordinates. Rotational errors cannot be compensated 
for with a single offset •. These errors increase as they get 
farther from the calibrating feature. 
An example of this problem is shown in Figure 16. The 
first in toqrated chip will be inserted ·cor-rectly after cali-
Lratinq because rotational errors are minimal close to the 
calibration hole. The second chip is more affected by rota-
tional errors but the chamfered pins on the chip will still 
guide them into thGir receptacle using the coipliant mode. 
r.ockinq the compliant device aftet" this second i.nsertio11 
acts to recalibrate again. This process can be continued 
26 
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Figure 16. Interqrated Chip Insertion 
X 
... 
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for: each successive chip. Rotational errors are negated by 
this progressive calibrating technique. 
Usiny the locked offset mode allows·for calibrating of 
only one frame of reference. Then it prohibits the use of 
compliant mode if the original qalibration is to be main-
tained. Many frames of.reference ·~ay be desired in a single 
o~~r:ation. For instance, u refe~ence frame may be described 
27 
for each of tl1e feeders, the pallets, the work part, and the 
end effector. All of these 
transformations. These 
frames are described by separate 
transformations are found, as ddscrihed before, by determining the location of reference 
poi11ts withiu the particular frame and then calculating the 
appropriate transform. Searching for the reference points in 
each desired frame is time-consuming. A f~st~r method would be to use reference points to align the end effector direct-
ly. Then using the offset feedback, the complied offset can 
he obtained for each referenc~ point. Tha component ~ffsets 
are then used to calculate the appropriate transform. A 
substantial time savings is realized because only one move 
is requi~ed to locate each reference point usinq the offset 
feedback feature in the device, instead of using sepatate 
scarcb routines for each of the three reference points. 
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DEVICE_DESIGN 
The neea f9r, and specific requirements of, a compliant 
device have been described above. This section will. now 
present desiqn details of a prototype. Th~ design of this 
device is an intergrated one, and considers· many ,factors, 
such as functionality, fabrication, assembly, and model 
changes. Au overall approach is taken that blends these 
considerations i11to a single design, compromising and 
adjusting where necessary. A totally integrated design 
requires such an iterative approach. A first step is the 
design of a feasible prototype-feasible in the sense th~t 
all parameters and constraints are considered but a detailed 
final mechanical design was not performea. If the prototype 
functions as planned, a more detailed analysis and precise 
design would be justified. r'or example, a finite element 
analysis of the struct~re subject to related forces would 
give more exact information that could modify the design and 
pi:oduce a liqhter and. sti:-onger design. A further reason for 
a prototype is that the performance of the aerostatic bear-
iugs used in this device is difficult to predict accurately 
29 
due to the turbulent flow in the air film. The standard 
mc~thod for air: bearinq aesiqn is to construct a prototype 
from analytical calcula~ions and then adjust by trial and 
er.tor until the desiqn perfo;:-mance is obtainec1.1 
The prototype is designed to ijOrk on the RS-1 robot. It 
is larger than ultim~tely necessary in order to accommodate 
design alterations and to facilitate the initial fabrication 
of the prototype. The design is structured such that partic-
ular functional characteristics cc>_n specified • This, 'howev-
er, is usually at the expense of another characteristic. 
For instance, if a very ridged, locked, and centered charac-
teristic is required by the application, a larger locking 
spring would be used. This would require more room for the 
locking spring itself and .for the retracting mechanism so 
the device's size and weight might be compromised in order 
to accommodate the altered components. 
'I'he b«sic component design is preceded by a general 
analysis of the field loading the device is expected to 
underqo durinq operation. 
7 Interview wl th J. Hero, Dover Instu:nent Co., West-horo, PA, April, 1984. 
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Field Loads:: The field loads are established for per-
formance at the maximum operating conditions defined for the 
RS-1 robot.a The forces exerted on the device durinq its 
three modes of operation dre calculated and then exagqerated 
by a specified safety factor. These calculated field forces 
are then used to set the minimum requirements for specific 
aevice components. 
In Mode 1 the main primilry function of the device is to 
act as a solid couplinq, aligning the ena effecter axfs with 
the robot's manipulator axis. Since the device is comprised 
of separate mechanical components, absolute rigidity and 
aliqnruent is not possible. This problem-however, is not cri-
tical due to the compliant nature of the device. Biqidity 
is desired in the device, even when it is shut off or dis-
connected. This rigidity is affected by the locking spring. 
The focce generated by the spring must be qreat enough to 
resist displacement when the device is functionin4 under 
maximum conditions. 
8 IBM Corpor-ation,A_Manufacturing __ Language_Conce_Ets and_User 1 s __ Guide, (Boca Raton; Fla.: IBM corporation, 1982) • 
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Maximum conditions arc assumed to occur when the RS-1 
is decelerating with maximum payload from maximum velocity 
to zero velocity. Assume constant acceleration. The maximum 
field forces are calculated as follows: 
Fx= max. field load force (N) 
Mp= max. payload (kg) 
Me= end effecter mass (kq) 
VO= max. velocity (m/sec) 
V1= min. velocity (m/sec) 
Va=averaqe velocity (m/sec) 
D= deceleration distance (m) 
A=acceleration (m/sec**2) 
t= time to deceleration 
Va= (VO-V1)/2 Va= (1-0)/2 = 0.5 m/sec 
t - D/Va t - 0.25/0.5 = 0.5 sec 
A = (V1-VO)/t A = (0-1)/0.5 = 2 m/sec**2 
r' = MA 
Fx = {Me+Mp} *A Fx = (10+10) *2 - 40 kq m/sec**2 
This force is consolidated and applied a certain dis-
tance down the ridged lever 0£ the end effecter. This is 
assumed to he the center of mass of the payload and end 
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Figure 17. Field Forces 
effecter~ Figure 17 shows a schematic of the device struc-
ture and end c£fecter and the related forces ~nd motions. 
It is assumed that mass of the decelerating payload and 
end effecter will cause two types of motion. Tiltinq, or 
pivoting about the circumference of the lower disk (point 
P), and sliding in the compliant plane. Neither of these 
.-
motions are desired. Tilting is limited by the clearances A 
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and B. These clearances are cegui~ed by the air bearing for 
t1e air film and ar~ approximately (.0127mmJ. ~he maximum 
tilt in degrees about the pivot point Pis: 
Tmax = maximum tilt (degrees) 
A= U~per air film clearance (mm) 
B = lower air film clearance (mm) 
Dia= didm~ter of disk (mm) 
Lt= linear tilt (mm) 
L ~ length of lever arm (mm). 
pi : "3. 14 
Truax = si·n-1 (2·* (A+B) /Dia) 
= Sin-,1 (2*.01875)/100 = .0214 degrees 
This translates to a linear d,istance at the end ·of ·the fin-
gers: 
.I:t = (Tn1ax*Sg ( (Dia/2) **2*L**2) *Pi) /180 
= 0.0214*SQ{(100/2)'**2*200**2) * pi/ 180 = .077/nrn 
Althouqh this amount of tilt is minimal, it is undesirable. 
The smooth air bearing surface may be da~aged if tiltibg 
3.4 
occurs. No tilt will occur if d great enouqh force is 
applied by tl1e spring to the c1isk. 
. Fs= min. spring force (N) 
s = applied distance of Fs f.i-om pivot (mm) 
X = applied distance of Fx from pivot (mm} 
sum of tacgues = O (Sta tic) 
= Fx*X+fs*S 
Fs = F'x:*X/S. 
= 40*.2/.05 = 160 N 
Sliding motion is limited positively by the clearance 
between the centering pin ahd the support guide hole because 
the centering pin ac:ts as a shear pin between the bot tom 
disk and the middl~ structure. 
If air pressure i's available, an additional force may 
be added to Fs. This additional force is generated by an air 
actuator and can be consolidated and applied with Fs.9 
-~------~---·-
9 See "Locking Air Actuato·r~' 011 page 43 .for details. 
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Ft= total force (N) 
Fa= air actuator force (N) 
Pt ·- Fs+Fa 
Usinq aic pressuce, the device stiffens up by a faclor of 
10, which makes it essentially solid. 
Mode 2, the compliant mode culls fo.c a mi.nimum resist-
ance motion in the compliant plane~ even undei high 
insertion forces or heavy loading. This requirement suggest 
the use of externally presscrizea air bearings ~hich have 
low frictional resistance under heavy lo~ding. 
tional resistance is calculateJ as follows.10 
Fr·= frictional resistance force (N) 
H = fi.lm thickness {m) 
Ab= area of bearing (m**2) 
U = velocity of gas {m/sec) 
m = qas viscosity ( rnicroP) 
The fric-
10 J. w. Powell, Design _of __ Aerostatic __ Bearings, (Brightbn, England: The Machinery Publishing Co. Ltd. , 1970) , p. 63 .. 
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.Pr = -m*Ab*U/H 
= (181**(10-6}).*0.0723*1.0/(18.7**(10-6)) = .7 N 
Even tinacr maximum axial loading the air bearing is vit~ual-
ly frictionless. 
'.rhe forc!:!s acti.ug on the a·evice d Ul'i!i'g the compliant 
mode are: 
1. axial-due to the weight of the end effecter and paylond, and insertion forces 
2. compliant-due to any horizontal forces from the chamfer during insertion. 
The maximum force on the lower air bearing is assumed to be 
twice that of the weight of the end effecter and payload. 
This is done to account for acceleration and deceleration in 
the vertical direction. The maximum force affecting the top 
air bearing is to be the same. 
Fd = downward force (N) 
I= acceleration due to gravity (m/se~**2) 
Fd = 2*(He+Mp)*A 
= 2.*(10+l0)*9.8 = 392 (N) 
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The forces applied to the device during mode J, locked 
offs~t, ate the same as those during mode 1. However the 
spcing and centering pin ar:e not used in mode 3. The active 
fotce to resist tilting and sliding is due to the locking 
air actuator only (!a). This force is many times greater 
than the force due to the spring so r:igidity in this mode is 
assured as we11.11 
Estimates of forces on the device due to dts operations 
have been approximated. The follci~itig sections will use 
these es·timates to design the specific device components to 
meet or exceed the field requirements. 
Spring Design: A minimum force of Fs must be provided by 
the sprinq. This analysis will verify that such a force is 
obtaillctble within the space requirements. Th~ approximate 
constraining dimensions are as follows: 
OD= outside diameter (13mm) 
WL =min.working lengt~ (29mm) 
L_UF = length under force (.35mm) 
-------- --- -
11 
See "Locking Afr Actuator" o_n page 43 fol:' details. 
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A closed end (squared) unground spring made of oil-tempered 
MB st~el will be used. Such a spring has a safe stress 
under light duty of appproximately 700 ~Pa.1~ The feasible 
spring dimensions are: 
d = wire diarn~ter (2~m) 
FL = free lengt.h (4 7mm) 
F = doflec~ion (12mm) 
SH= solid height (must be leSs'than WL) 
Th.is feasible spring is shown capable of generati.ng the 
regQired force as follows.1J 
Fs = desired spring force (N) 
s = safe stress (MPa) 
Dm = mean diameter (mm) 
G = modulus of elasticity (MPa), 
N ~ number of active coils 
TC total number of coils 
Si= spring index 
K = curvatur~ correction factor 
·s 1 = calculated actual stress (MPa) 
-------------
1
2 
Harold Carlson, S_ering: __ ,Desig:ner-s_Handbook , (New 
York, NY: Marcel Dekker, Inc., 1978), p.146. 
1 3 Ibid .• , p. 160. 
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The actual stress of the feasible sprinq is: 
S 1 = Fs*Dia/.39.J*d**J 
= 160•10;.j9ji2**3 = 508.9 MPa 
This is below safe stress of 700MPa. 
N = G*d*Fs/pi*S*D~**2 
= ·77200*2*12/pi*509*100 - 11.5 coils 
TC= N + 3 (ground,etc) 
= 11. 5+ 3 = 14. 5 
SH = 12, * 2 + 24mm (which is less than WL} 
These calculations are.now corrected for spring curvattire: 
Si - OD/g = 12/2 = 6 
The correcti~n factor with this spring index.is: 
K = 1.2614 
-----------
14 Ibid., p. 163. 
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The total corrected spring stress for fo~ce Psis: 
509*1.26 = 641 MPa 
This is still less than safe stress of )OOMPa, so stich a 
spring i_s feasible and will meet the requir~mefi~s. 
Spring Betraction Air Actuator: The air actuator is 
essentially an air bag in the shape -Of a torrid { See' 
Fiqure 4 on page· 11). The rninimal ho.le diameter is set by 
the centering pin outer diameter, approximately 21mm. Th~ 
maximum outside diameter is limited by the clearance needed 
for compliant motion by the four support posts, which from 
Figure 18 is: 
ID= inside diameter (centering pin OD) 
OD outside diameter 
0Da =2*((disk)-(post inset)-{post aiameterj 
- (offset)) 
= 2* (50-3-8-3) = 72mm 
4.1 
CASE OD 
COMPLIANT CLEARANCE 
POST DIAMETER 
MAXIMUM-SPRING RETAINING A°CTUATOR 
tiqQre 18. Compliant Clearance 
The spring-retracting air actu1tor muat develop .a force 
greater than Fs over a distance of 6~m. The 6mm stroke 
assures, using a 45-degrec chamfer~ that the device can be 
centered from offset.is The maximum force developed by the 
actuator is found. 
Fa= air ~ctuator force (N) 
Aa = area 0£ actuator (mm**2J 
Pa - air pressure t~Pa) 
Pa Aa * Pa 
- --
- - . 
----~--~-----
1s See "Centering" on page 44 for details. 
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Aa = (ODa/2}**2*pie-(IDa/2)**2*pie 
= 'p6 2pie-(21/2}2*pie) = 3700 mm**.2 
Pa - 60(nota)psi*.006895MPa = .437 MPa 
Fa = 3700rum2 * • 437.M Pa = 1530 N 
This generated forte is -uch g;eater than required. Air 
actuators of this type are available from industrial ven-
dors.16 
Locking Air Actuator: This is of similar design.as the 
sp,.ring retracting actuat0.:i; except the stroke reguired is 
less than 1mm. The same force can be developed which exceeds 
the locking requirement. If we assume the air actuator gen-
erates a 750 N force (half that po$sible), the static fric-
tion foccc is: 
Fs = static friction force {N) 
Mu= coefficient of friction(.8 £or steel on stee~) 11 
Fn = normal force (750N from air actuator) 
Fs - Mu*fn 
= .8*750 = 600 N 
16 Interview with Robert Blackert~ Aero Tech Laborato-
ries~ Bamsey , .. J:!~1, June 1984. 
J7 Robert Parr, PrinciQles_of_Mechanical Design, (McGtaw-Hill Book Company, 1970) • 
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Tbis foc-ce fc1r exceeds the 40N field force causing disk 
sliding. 
Centering: Cent~rihg thri device is accomplished while the 
air beatiuqs are activated~ This assures that the load hear-
ing disks will move easily from offset to cent}~c. 
The spring retaining ai~ actuator is slowly deflated allow-
ing the ce~tering pin to extehd (refer to Figure 19). The 
chamferec'l surface ( Fiqure 19 (a)) on the pin comes in con-
tact with the upper disk. The pin extension continues and 
forces the upper disk 3mm, at the most, towards the center 
( Figure 19 {h)). At this point the tapered end of the pin 
contacts the hole in the lower disk. The pin extension con-
tinues and the device centers the remaining 3mm. It then 
forces the disk against the lower air film ( Figure 19(c)). 
When the air pressure to the bearings is tucned off the air 
film dissipates and the two bearing surfaces are pressed 
together hy the force from the spring. The centering accu-
racy is dependent only on the clearance between the pin cir-
cumference and the ·support guide hole. 
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Anti Spin Coupling: Rotation about the vertical axis is 
prevented by an X Y coupling shown in 
---
A 
B 
C 
Figure 19. Centering 
..L 
CENTER 
..L 
CENTER 
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CENTERING PIN 
CENTERING PIN 
DEVICE 
·BOOY 
Fig~re 20. X Y Compliant Coupling 
C<lJPLING 
Figure 20. The posts are limited to motion along the cou-
pling's Y axis while the coupling is limited to move along 
the manipulator's X axis. The.combination of X and Y motion 
allows total freedom with.in the compliant range £or the two 
disks and the attached end effecter. The bear.inq is under-
liqht field loads ahd its frictional resistance is cbnsid-
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ered negligible.ta The wide stance of the coupling mini•izes 
rotation·,il effects due to sliding clearance provided in the 
coupling. It also reduces the beating pressure about the 
vertical axis. 
Air bearings: Two externallt pressririz~d aerostatic 
thrust beacings load~d against each oth~r are used to pro-•. 
vide low frictional resistance under high loa'ds. The lower 
bearing supports the load and the u.pper bearing resists hiqh 
axial insertion forces. In addition, the maximum axial 
stiffness is doubled and the load-carrying capability is 
increased by 25% for each bearing by loading against each 
other.1 9 
Both bearings are rinq bearings, to allow the centering 
pin and end effecter shaft to pass tkrough t~e center. They 
are inherently compensating with two narrow groqved annulars 
1a F. ~. Barwell~ Bearlng __ systemsL_Princi2les __ and Practices (East Kilbride, Great Britain: Oxford Dniver-si ty i>tess, 1979). 
19 Powell,Design_of_Aerostatic_Bearings, p.106. .. . 
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FEED 
HOLES 
0 
ANNULAR GROOVES 
F1grire 21. Double Grooved Annular Air Bearinq surfac~ 
and inult.iple feed holes {See Figure 21). This type of bea.r-
i·ng is the most resistant to tilting. 20 
The field loads reguire each bearing to carry up to 392 
N axial force and maintain axial stiffness of 552~0 N/m. 
The load bearing capability for this bea~inq is determined. 
a= hearing inside diameter (25mm) 
20 E. Dudgeon," A Simplified Method for the Desiqn of Externally Pressurized Gas Lubricated Thrust Bearings," Tcansactions_of_the_Canadian_Society_of_Mechanical_Engi-Qggilng, August, 1973, p.207. 
:1s 
b = hearing outside diameter (100mm) 
Pa = a, t.niospheric ptesstite · (. 1r1P~1 
P6 = ~upply pressure (.689MPa} 
ii ;, -film thick11$SS. = .-0015 (min} 
Kg = max •. axial stiffness { .. 69) 
A m~"xim"ilin: -~oad_ o.f 1.332. 6 N is found. to be obtiJ.ina:bJ;e.;21 Thls 
is 1-iell above the fiel_d load requirements. 
The next step .is to deh:rnd.ne the feed hole cha.r:acte·r-
istics. Tilt ~tiffness increases as the number of feea 
hole~_increases~ This-is traded off tigainst the difficulty 
in drilling very small ~oles~ A certain mass flow is 
reqttiI:'ed :tor the hearing to function properly.. This can be 
caltulated for a sirn~le single feed bol~ using the ratio of 
a to b (100mrn/25mtn=4). ll. si1_1gle • 2lllm diameter -hole is 
found. 22 If eight. feed holes per groov.e are choosen then the 
ue~ diameler for the .sixteen feed holes is; 
a= multi-bole diameter (rum) 
_dd = single feed hole dialhete.z: (mm) 
n ~- nµmber of hole~ 
- -- -
. -
--------------~ 
-
. . 
2 1 . Powell;Desi_gn_of 1\erost11ti~ Bea·rfngs, p. 10:3 .•. 
2 2 .. Ihid~., p. 10 8. 
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d = dd*2/Sg Cn> 
= • 2*2/4 = • 1rn111 
Th'e optimal placement fol: the multiple holes is on 'the. ci.t-
cumierence of a circle with a radi~s: 
c = opti~al radius (mm) 
t = Sg {a*b) 
- Sg (12.5*50) = 25mm 
Using two annular grooves on the bearing inc.tec1ses resist-
ance to tilt; 'The two annular feedhole rings are placed on 
either side of the optimal radius. 
The air is supplied to the bearing surfa~es through~ 
when~ the' coupling is guinea in the body. 
the device is sh6wn in Fiq~re 22. The air ~hausts out 
and bottom through poets and grooves. The air .flow through 
single inlet into the body of the device and distributed top 
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FABRICATI0lf 
Pr~sEmted in Figure . .23 is an E!xpanded parts list for 
. 
. this elev ice. The list incHca tes. whethe:c parts are fab1:ica ted I 
or purchased. All Oft.he fabricated parts c~n be made on 
stan6ard CNC ·~achin~s and th~ purchased parts are readily 
available. 
The parts that require orientation ~bput the center 
axis dur.intj handling and ·assembly have a notch machined into 
th~ir outer circumferences (~ec Figure 4 on page 11). This 
additional featuie allows for~ single end effecter to ban~ 
rl le all of the component parts. The single ehd effecter 
shown in Figure 24 has a sp~inq load~d ball pin that ~ill 
engage the notch and define the part's orientation. The 
paI:'t I s rough orientation is maintained by. removinq it fro1n 
its orientated position in the machining workspace to a set 
:posl tion 011 a pallet. When the part is retrieved from the 
pallet for assembly or further machining, its general posi~ 
--
tion and orientation is known. The end effecter automat~ 
icallj locates the pari accurately by slow pa:callel closin~ 
5.2 
Part 
top 
bearing plate (2) 
top mid section 
coupling 
spring 
posts (4) 
center i11q pin 
air actuator (2) 
middle section 
bottom mid section 
bottom 
bol t.s, body (6) 
bolts, posts (4) 
Oriented 
-----·-----
. 
. . 
yes 
yes 
"yes 
yes 
no 
no 
nu 
yes 
· yes 
yas 
yes 
no 
no 
Figure 23. Expanded Parts List 
and turning about the vertical axis. 
Pcocess 
turned 
turned, milled, ground 
turned, milled, ground 
milled 
purchased 
turned 
turned 
purchased 
tucned, milled, ground 
turned, milled, gtound 
turned' milled 
purchased 
purchased 
The "vee" feature~ 
locat~ the axes of the cirdular part and as the ball rolls 
aloIHJ the circumference it engages the notch and defines the 
rotational orientation. The combined design of the single 
end effecter: with the note.Ii feature in the part allows the 
orientation and .location to be defined without a complicated 
search or extensive firturiug. 
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R 
,v 
-+- X 
I 
CYLIN:>RICAL. PART 
TOP VIEW 
Fig1.1D.e. ·2LI. Sinqle End Effecte:C 
;, 
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The compliant device was designed to facilitate assem-
bly. All the components ~re assembled from one sid~, top 
-dovn. A four degree of freedom robot# an ai~ scre~driver, 
and a single end. effecter is all that ar~ required for 
assembly. .Features have been included durinq fabrication to 
assist the assembly operation, (such as chamfers to guide 
insertion and o.rientation notches to define part loca·tio:n 
accurately.) 
The middle section with the .;, . . 
-
two air actuators would be 
supplied to the assembly area a5 a subassembly. The air 
actuators are epoxied to the middle section and require time ~ : 
to dry, so. this operation is performec,1- prior to the main 
ass.embly. 
The sall!e end effc-:!ctet is used. for both fabrication and. 
assemp1y. Two special fixtures are used to assist t~e 
asseJrtbl y a11c1 are shown in Figure 25. The tapered _pins are 
spring loaded ancl act as guides duri'ng assembly, aligning 
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GiJIDE: PINS ~ 
\ 
1 RETRACTIN'.i KITIOI 
GUIDE PIN~ LOCK 
FigurB 25,. Assembly Itixtures 
and rostrai~ing the stacked comp~nefits. Pirtally •hen the 
bolt:s are assembled the guide pin loc.k is released and the 
bolts pu~h the guide pins down~ 
111 sU1:ima.tY,, t_fils thesis presented a .feasible design of 
a device that wotild give an overhead gantry, four degree Of 
freedom robot the ability of selective cbmpfiance. Several 
applications exampl_es were presented that aemo.nstratcd t;_he 
benefits of a compliant capability during automated. assem-
hl y. 
A pa:rticular ra,nge of compliance was. suggested as bein9 
th~ most useful. The device design suggested achieves this 
range· of compliance under a Gcrtain control scheme. Approx-
imate ca·1culations wc~re perf<frmed to establish the feasibil-
i t:y oft.he prototype for the RS-1. It uses two aerostatic 
bea~ings loaded against each other that provide~ stiff c~m-
plian·t moti_on. Two air actuator~ act. as selective locks and 
a spring loaded c~ntering pin serves to center the device. 
The design was carried out such that the fabrication 
.. 
and assembly of the device were considered as well as it is 
furicti~nality.·The integrated arproach to th~ design is. dem-
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onstrated to be feasible,ceguiring only a four degree of 
freedom robot, assembling from one directitin. In addition 
all of the components duiing fabrication and assembly can be 
handled by a sinqle end effecter. 
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CONCLUSION 
In conclusion the feasibility of atplications for a 
compliarit assembly device was demonstrated for a ly"pical 
robotic device The device was shown tb iiv~ the BS-1 the 
capability of selectively ccintrolled compliatice in a plane 
parallel to the horizontal workinq plane. The device 11ould 
function in one of three modes; locked and centered, compli-
ant, and .locked offset. 
The application examples prese~tea why anci .how such a 
device co~ld be us~d t6 increase automated ass~rnbly opporiu-
ni ties a11d efficiencies.. They demonstr:atecl that the type 
arid ra11ge of compliance provided by the device is beneficial 
to an efiicient automated assembiy system. 
The integrated aesiqn approach taken was shown to 
result. in a device that not only functioned as required but 
also lent itself to automated fabricat~on and assembly. The 
integiated desiqn allowed a fa~ily of devices with varied 
chtracteristics to be constructe~ fiorn a base model and then 
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manufactured and assembled in~ flexible ~anufa~turing envi-
ronment. 
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FUTURE_WORK 
. 
. 
The lnteqrate~ design discdssed in.this thesis has only 
be~n ~hown to be feasible. Due to the unpredictable behavior 
of the aeiostatic bearinqs, a pr6totype must ~c constructed 
and tested. The design should theh be refined.and retested~ 
the desiqn suggested allows a limited type and range of 
compliance. The ideal compliant wrist would not be 
reshicted to mot.ion in ,a parallel plane, but would mimic 
the total compliarit range possessed by hum~ns. Much more 
resea~ch and development is required in this area. 
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